Construction and analysis of an EMBL-3 phage library containing partially digested human chromosome 21-specific DNA inserts (15-20 kb).
In the mouse-human hybrid cell line SCC 16-5, chromosome 21 is the only human chromosome present. Fractions highly enriched for this chromosome were obtained by applying the chromosome velocity sedimentation technique to this cell line. DNA prepared from these chromosomal fractions was partially digested with Mbo I, size fractionated on an NaCl gradient, and cloned in the EMBL-3 phage vector. The phage library thus prepared was highly enriched for human chromosome 21-specific recombinant DNA sequences 15-20 kb long. Of the approximately 21,000 phage clones obtained, at least 99% were recombinant. Following phage plaque filter hybridization and Southern blotting, it was found that half of the recombinants were positive for human repetitive DNA. Almost all phages harbored highly or middle repetitive human or mouse DNA sequences owing to the large size of the recombinant inserts. In this library, the human chromosome 21 is represented approximately four times. All human recombinants studied thus far contained DNA inserts originating from chromosome 21 only. The employed cloning strategy is discussed with regard to utility, purity, quality, and completeness of chromosome-specific recombinant DNA libraries.